COUNTDOWN Special Ops – game rules

A cooperative board game for 1-6 players aged 12 and older
COUNTDOWN Special Ops is a game with a modular set up, built to allow the creation of numerous
missions and campaigns. Protect the innocent against the imminent terrorist threat surrounding all
around. Mission goals can be to detect and dismantle bombs, free hostages or eliminate terrorist leaders.
During the briefing you will be provided with the details of the planned mission. Learn about the main
target, location and threat level of the mission. Choose your team of Special Operations Agents (OPs)
who are the best fit for this mission and feel the excitement of a Special Ops team in action.
This first release has a cooperative game set up. The players must work together to complete a mission
successfully. If played in real time a basic mission takes about 30 minutes. This is an excellent way to
experience the tense atmosphere of a mission and to learn the game. If you and your team mates have
gained enough experience after several missions and you have learned how to succeed in achieving the
mission goals, you might be looking for a more challenging game set up: the campaign. In a campaign
the players need to succeed over multiple missions of increasing difficulty. Now your Special Op will also
get the opportunity to develop his or her Specialty skills. Use the specialty of the Special Ops skillfully,
but also engage in close combat to gain experience in the Aiming skill. Experience is crucial to advance
your character to a higher skill level, which could be vital in completing the campaign successfully.
Each player controls his own Special Op. Even though the game is cooperative, the players will do their
best to make their own Special Op stronger and to keep them alive in the dangerous situations
encountered. The strong integration of the realistic theme in game system and art work results in
a nerve-racking atmosphere in which the players need to make tough split-second decisions. By playing
in real-time, you will experience COUNTDOWN Special Ops as if you are one of the Special Ops yourself…
If you wish to increase the tension in COUNTDOWN even more further, you may introduce the possibility
of there being one or more traitors in the special ops team.

Note from the designers:
In the game rules, the player is referred to as “he”, but of course both male and female players are expected to
play this game. We find it important to point out that COUNTDOWN Special Ops is less suited for players with
heart problems, strong pacifists and players under 12. Violence is a part of the reality of COUNTDOWN Special Ops.
Nevertheless the virtual use of violence in the game is intended as a way to aid and protect the innocent.
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9 Markers
1
1
7

Time marker
Mission score marker
Special Ops markers

1 Sticker sheet
48 Cubes
18
18
6
6

Health units (red)
Energy units (yellow)
Aiming skill units (blue)
Specialty skill units (white)

6 Dice
8 Game boards
1
7

Track board
Special Ops boards

220 Playing cards
6
20
15
45
90
12
16
6
3
7

overview cards (two-sided)
assignment cards
location cards
target cards (bombs, hostages and terrorist leaders)
threat cards (35x level 1, 30x level 2, 25x level 3)
support cards
secured area cards
deployment and exit cards
bullet control cards
personal agenda cards (including 2 traitor cards)

BEFORE YOUR FIRST GAME
Put the stickers on the markers
Take the sticker sheet and put the 9 round stickers from
the sheet on the 9 round markers: one sticker on top of
each black marker.
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GAME SET UP

3. Distribute two-sided game overview cards
Give each player an overview card. This card shows a game
overview on one side and a short overview of the Special
Ops abilities on the other side:

THIS PART OF THE RULES EXPLAINS HOW THE
GAME MATERIALS LOOK LIKE AND HOW THEY
MUST BE PREPARED BEFORE A MISSION
CAN START.

GAME PLAY

Special Ops abilities

1. INTEL PHASE

No special abilities.

2. POSITIONING

Throws hand grenade. Attack value
is dice roll +1. Effect decreases -1
for each next card in area.

Intel agent may reveal
threat and target cards;

1. Prepare Track board
Place the Track Board on one side of the table, so there
is enough space in the centre of the table to set up the
mission later. Now place the markers:
1. Place the time marker on the time 			
		 track on position “0”;
2. Place the scoring marker on the mission scoring
		 track on position “0”.;

Move Ops to adjacent area or
stay in position.
Scout may use his special skill;

3. ACTION

Special Ops may use their Special
skill. In Close Combat the Ops
attempt to eliminate
terrorists to protect
civilians bring hostages into
safety and secure the areas;

4. COUNTDOWN

move time marker to the right;

5. RECOVERY

Each Special Op gets +1 energy.

1. SHOOTER.
2. BUSTER

3. SCOUT

Moves through extra areas secretly
and takes one or more special ops
with him.

4. SNIPER

Shoots from adjacent area at visible
enemy with die roll + aiming skill.

5. INTEL AGENT

Reveals (top)card inadjacent area.

6. BOMB EXPERT

Dismantles booby traps and bombs.

7. MEDIC

Heals Special Ops who get shot or
gives energy to Ops.

4. Cubes
Sort out the cubes by their different colors. The white cubes
are used for keeping track of the specialty skill level of the
Special Ops will only be used during a level 2 or 3 mission or
a campaign, therefore return them to the box. The cubes in
the other colors are placed next to the board. Keep them
within reach as they will be used during MISSION SET UP.
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Health		

Aiming skill

2

Energy
2. Special Ops Cards
Place the 7 Special Ops boards on both sides of the table
and place their corresponding marker on them.

Specialty Skill
5. Dice
Put the 6 dice next to the scoring board, within reach for
use during GAMEPLAY.

6. Prepare the rest of the cards for the mission
Sort out the rest of the cards in the following types:
Assignment cards:
Sort the assignment cards into three piles: the green cards
are the “easier” mission cards for the first play, the orange
are for experienced players and the red assignment cards
are for veteran players. Shuffle each set separately and
create face-down piles.
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Location cards:
All location cards are placed face-up in one pile, as shown
on the right.

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Secured area cards:
Sort these cards into a single pile of cards.
The secured area cards will be used during the MISSION
SET UP.

Target cards:
Sort the cards into three separate piles: bombs, hostages
and terrorist leaders; now shuffle each pile of cards
separately form three face-down piles.

Deployment and exit cards:
Sort the yellow deployment cards and the green exit cards.
These cards will be used during the MISSION SET UP.

BOMB DECK

LEADER DECK

HOSTAGE DECK

Threat cards:
Sort the threat cards
of into level 1, 2 and 3
stacks. All the threat
cards have the same
back, and must be
sorted based on the
level indicator on the
Threat level of 1
front in the bottom
right corner as shown
here. Note: threat
cards also include civilians and booby traps.

Bullet control cards:
Sort out these 3 cards and place them face-up next to the
Track board. They show a value of +2 and +3.
These cards may be used in a mission to help the Special
Ops in tough moments, at the cost of 2 mission points
each.

Shuffle each stack of cards separately and then place them
back in a single face-down pile: all level 3 cards at the
bottom, level 2 cards on top of that and finally all level 1
threat cards at the very top of the pile. This pile is now
referred to as the Threat deck.

BACKSIDE

LEVEL 1		
4

Special cards
The following cards are only used when playing in traitor
mode and/or if you play a campaign.

Personal agenda cards:
These cards will only be used when
you play a game in TRAITOR MODE.
For your first single mission you can
put these cards back into the box.
You can try out the TRAITOR MODE
later.

Support
cards:
These cards will only be used when
playing a CAMPAIGN.
When playing a single mission, they
will not be used: put the support
cards back into the box.

Training on the job
Playing a mission in real time mode takes about 30
minutes. Setting up a new mission requires less than 5
minutes of preparation. If you decide to play the game
without time pressure, a mission may take longer but
would not exceed 60 minutes. The fastest way to get
better at the game is by training on the job in real time.
This way you will experience all kinds of situations and
improve your tactics and skills. Our advice: learn to play
effective missions with “on the job” training.
Reveal Assignment Card
Take the top card from the pile of green Assignment cards
(take green for your first mission) and place it face-up on
the table.
This is an example of an Assignment card showing the
target, level, time and the mission location with a complete mission set up. After revealing the card, continue
with MISSION SET UP.

Target of the mission;
example: save the hostages

Level of the mission;
example: level 1

THE BRIEFING
THIS PART OF THE RULES EXPLAINS THE GOAL
OF THE GAME, THE ASSIGNMENTS AND ABOUT
TRAINING ON THE JOB. IT ALSO REVEALS THE
MAIN TARGET AND LOCATION OF YOUR MISSION.
Purpose of the game
The players play together as a team. The team wins if
the players have succeeded in ending the mission with a
positive mission score (+1 or higher) and at least one
Special Op has reached an exit area safely.
If the game is played in the traitor mode, the patriots
attempt to end the mission with a positive score and the
traitors’ goal is to end the mission with a score of 0 or
less.
Single Mission Briefing
This briefing gives all details on the mission to be played.
To learn the game, the best way is to start with a single
mission and randomly take an assignment card from the
green beginner set.

Increase the level
If you and your team of players have succeeded in
finishing one or more missions from the green assignment
deck, you may try out an orange assignment. More experienced players may even attempt the red assignments.
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Location of the mission;
example: Cruise Ship

1 CRUISE SHIP

7 6 5
1-4 5

6

Time indicator;
example: 7,6, or 5 rounds
for 1-4, 5 or 6 players

Target
The symbol on the card refers to the target of the mission.
This target can be to eliminate terrorist leaders, dismantle
bombs or save hostages (shown in the example). Take the
deck of target cards with the corresponding symbol and
place it in front of you. Put the other target cards back in
the box.
Level
The green assignment card is a single mission on level 1.
The highest level you can find for a single mission assignment is level 3, which are the red assignment cards.
Time
The time indicator on the bottom of the assignment card
shows three spaces with different numbers. The left number (in the green space) refers to the number of rounds
available when the game is played with 1-4 players. The
next number (orange space) refers to the number of
rounds for 5 players and the last number is for playing
with 6 players. Place the time marker on the time track on
the position with this number on it (to the left side of the
time track).
In this example a mission with 1-4 players would start at
7, with 5 players at 6 and with 6 players the time marker
would be placed on position 5.

For rookies, we keep the rules for a sinlge mission simple.
But if you are more experienced and dare to play a single
mission on level 2 or 3, you can also start registrating
the development of your specialty skills. This way you will
enjoy the fun of this game element and since you are an
experienced player you can also learn this element before
you start your first campaign or a pre-set scenario game.
Furthermore the development of your specialty skills will
also give you more chance to be succesfull on level 2 and
3 missions.
Check out the section SPECIALTY SKILLS, on page 14.

Location
The name of the location is connected to the blue print
which shows the way in which the mission will be set up.
Take the corresponding location card from the face-up pile
to set up the mission.
Note for first mission
When playing your first single mission you may ignore
the section explaining the level 2 and 3 assignments.
You may proceed with MISSION SET UP. If you have
succeeded in completing missions on level 1, read the
explanation of the level 2 assignments and try out a
mission on a higher level.

Advanced players options
		 ● Advanced players may choose the target deck
			 (bombs, leaders or hostages), the location of the
			 mission (15 different locations available) themselves.
		 ● Advanced players may increase the diffulty of a
			 mission by decreasing the time for a mission: set
			 the time marker one position lower (further to the
			 right).
		 ● Advanced players may also choose to play a
			 campaign of three missions of increasing game
			 levels: threat cards will increase in level while
			 going through the threat deck. For an explanation
			 of campaigns, read the section CAMPAIGN MODE.
		 ● Advanced players may also increase the threat level
			 of the threat deck before the start of a campaign:
			 remove the top 5-15 threat cards of the threat
			 deck; the level 2 threat cards will be encountered
			 earlier in the campaign and in this way will
			 make a campaign more difficult.

HAVING DIFFICULTIES TO BE SUCCESFULL?
You can always try a different location or mission type.
You can also add 1 or 2 rounds to the mission.
Level 2 and 3 assignments
Take the top card of the pile with the orange Assignment
cards (level 2) or the red Assignment cards (level 3) and
place it face-up on the table. The card in the picture below
is an example of an assignment card on level 2. The card
reveals the type of target, mission level, location name
and the available time. Note that there is an alternative
mission location on the level 2 assignments. If you play
a mission on level 2, you get to choose which of these
two locations you want to play. In this example you may
choose between the locations Underground and Terrorist
Camp. Take the location card of your choice and proceed
with the MISSION SET UP.
1-4 5

6

7 6 5
2 TERRORIST CAMP
Target of the mission;
example: Eliminate leaders
Level of the mission;
example: level 2

2 UNDERGROUND

6 5 4
1-4 5

Location of the mission;
example: Underground

6

Time indicator;
example: 6,5 or 4 rounds
for 1-4, 5 or 6 players

Target
The symbol in the center refers to the target of the mission.
Take the deck of target cards with the corresponding
symbol and place it in front of you. Put the other target
cards back in the box.
Location
The location names refer to one the 15 locations in COUNTDOWN. Take the location cards from the face-up pile of
location cards with the corresponding names and choose
which mission location you would like to play.
HAVING DIFFICULTIES TO BE SUCCESFULL ON
LEVEL 2 or 3?
Hint for advanced play: start using specialty skills
development.
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MISSION SET UP

SELECT SPECIAL OPS & DEPLOY

THIS PART OF THE RULES EXPLAINS HOW TO USE
THE LOCATION CARD TO SET UP A NEW MISSION.

THIS PART OF THE RULES EXPLAINS THE FINAL
PREPARATIONS OF A MISSION:
TO SELECT AND DEPLOY THEIR SPECIAL OPS.

Location name
6. Total number
of Threat cards

1. Time indicator

Preparation
Each mission starts with:

3. Target area

1. Planning
The players study the setup card of the mission location
and the mission targets (leaders, hostages or bombs).
They can then formulate a plan for how to complete the
mission.

5. Exit area

4. Deploy area

2. Threat area

7. Bonus
mission points

1. Time indicator:
The time indicator shows the same time as on the assignment card. Place the time marker on the position as
indicated depending on the number of players. In this
example if you play with 1-4 players place the time
marker on 7.
2. Prepare threat areas:
First place one secured area card on each grey marked
threat area; secondly place the number of threat cards
indicated on the the setup card in each threat area,
stacking them on top of the secured area card; in this
example place 2 threat cards on the grey area with the
white circle around it;

This image is an example of the set up for a mission on
the Cruise Ship location.

2. Select Special Ops
Players must select the Special Ops for the mission. The
number of Special Ops selected depends on the number
of players.
● 4-6 players: each player places one Special Op in
		 front of him, so the number of Special Ops is
		 4-6, depending on the number of players;
● 1-3 players; 1 player: the player controls 4 Special
		 Ops; 2 players: each player controls 2 Special Ops;
		 3 players: each player controls 1 Special Op and all
		 players control 1 “dummy” Special Op together.
Remove the unused Special Ops cards and markers and
put them back into the box.

3. Prepare target areas:
First place one secured area card on each red marked
target area; secondly place the number of target cards
indicated on the setup card in each target area,
stacking them on top of the secured area card; in this
example place 2 target cards on the red area with the red
circle around it;
4. Place deployment cards:
Place deployment cards on the indicated yellow
deployment areas; place one card per area with the
arrow pointing in the indicated direction;

3. Place cubes on Special Ops Cards
Now prepare the selected Special Ops cards:
1. Place 2 health units (red cubes) on the first two
		 red squares next to the heart;
2. Place 2 energy units (yellow cubes) on the first
		 two yellow squares next to the lightning;
3. Place 1 aiming skill unit (blue cube) on the develop		 ment track of aiming skill with the gun symbol on
		 top, on position “0”;
4. The specialty skill track is not used during your first
		 single mission or a mission on level 1; it will only
		 be used for advanced play: single missions on level
		 2 or 3 and for campaigns/scenarios. For details
		 check out section SPECIALTY SKILLS on page 14.
Each player now places his Special Op card or cards (with
one or two players) in front of him. When playing with 3
players, place the fourth “dummy” Special Op next to the
Track board within reach.

5. Place exit cards:
Place exit cards on the indicated green exit areas; place
one card per area with the arrow pointing in the indicated
direction;
6. Total Threat cards:
This number indicates how many Threat cards are used in a
mission, you need to know this when playing a Campaign.
7. Bonus mission points:
The first number indicates the number of areas (target +
threat areas) which have to be secured to get 2 mission
points.
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3. Action;
A. if entering unsecured area(s) the Special Ops could
be risking their lifes in a gunfight with the enemy or
can get injured by a hidden booby trap; in a gunfight
higher aiming skills will make the Special Ops become
more effective.
B. if Special Ops are in an area without enemies and
no (active) booby traps, they may use their special
skills; the bomb expert may dismantle bombs and
booby traps if revealed before entrance, the sniper
and buster may attack adjacent areas with a sniper
rifle and hand grenades and the intel agent may
collect more valuable information; the medic helps
in critical situations with healing and giving extra
energy;
4. Countdown; shift the time marker one position to
the right;
5. Recovery; give each Special Op one energy unit.

3
4

1

2

4. Deploy Special Ops
The players decide which deployment areas they will
position their Special Ops in. Place the Special Ops
markers on the deployment cards.

End of Round
After phase 5, recovery, the next round starts phase 1,
(Intelligence) again.

DEFENSIVE STRATEGY

Trigger time
As soon as the time marker reaches the level 0, all targets
are triggered: bombs which have not been dismantled yet
will explode, terrorist leaders who are still alive will escape
and hostages which are not in the safe hands of Special
Ops or outside the mission area, will be executed. Each
triggered target will cost valuable mission points. Even if
all Special Ops are outside the mission location on exit
areas before trigger time, all target areas will be triggered
before the game ends. It is allowed to go beyond trigger
time, costing valuable mission points, but it is possible to
be succesfull in the mission.

SPLIT STRATEGY

Hint: splitting up the team is permitted. This may save
time, but is riskier for the Special Ops.

End of Mission
Continue the game until all surviving Special Ops are in
the exit areas unless the team gives up because they
decide they are unable to complete the mission successfully (mission score of +1 or more). The mission also ends
immediately if the time marker moves on to the Game
Over space, if all of the Special Ops are eliminated or if the
mission score reaches -8 or below.
The mission is successful if the mission ends with a
positive mission score and there is at least one Special
Op who has reached an exit area alive. The scoring is
explained in detail in the section
MISSION SCORING.

MISSION OVERVIEW
Set timer
If the game is played in real time mode, set the timer to
35 minutes before the game set up starts.
Goal of the mission
End the mission with a positive mission score and at least
one Special Op alive and save on one of the exit areas.
Game Play
The game is played in a cooperative way, with all players
having the same goal (exception: traitor mode). Each
player has the final say for “his” Special Op. Each mission
consists of a number of rounds, each represented by one
time unit. In each round 5 phases will be completed in
sequence:
1. Intelligence; you may use Jill’s intel skill to reveal
		 threat and/or target cards; Jill, the intel agent,
		 comes into action in this phase;
2. Positioning; the Special Ops may move one area;
		 If entering a secured area, the Special Op(s)
		 may move one extra area, only once in a round;
		 Vince, the scout, may use his Special skill to move
		 secretly with other Special Op(s) and even move
		 further;
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cost Vince one additional energy (yellow cube) for each
additional area.

GAME PLAY
THIS PART OF THE RULES EXPLAINS IN DETAIL
HOW THE FIVE PHASES OF THE GAME PROCEED

Development of specialty
skill: only in a campaign or
a single mission of level 2
or 3, Vince may increase his
specialty skill to take more
Special Ops with him.
Check for details in the
SPECIAL OPS section. In
a single mission on level
1 (green assignments) the
Special Ops will only be
able to operate on specialty
skill level 1.

Phase 1: INTELLIGENCE
In this phase Jill, the intelligence agent, may use her
intelligence skill to reveal threat or target cards in
adjacent areas. This information helps the Special
Ops to plan their next
action. By expending 1
energy Jill may reveal the
top face-down card of a
pile in an area adjacent to
her position. Remove one
yellow energy cube from
her character card for each
card revealed and return it
to the general stock.

Special situation: secured
areas. All Special Ops may
move through one secured
area to another area once
per game round. If all threat
and target cards are taken
from an area, the area is
secured.

Development of specialty skill: in a mission on level 2 or
3 or in a campaign Jill may increase her specialty skill in
order to reveal more face-down cards at once. Check for
details in the SPECIAL OPS section. In a single mission on
level 1 (green assignments) the Special Ops will only be
able to operate on specialty skill level 1.

Phase 3: ACTION
Using aiming skill
During the action phase the Special Ops need to eliminate
the terrorist threat. Each Special Op may attack an enemy
(terrorists or terrorist leader) by taking a shot at them. All
Special Ops have the ability to shoot at an enemy, but some
Special Ops have a higher learning curve and can increase
their aiming skill (+1 to die roll) faster and/or reach a
higher aiming skill level.
At the start of a single mission each Special Op will have
no additional aiming skill. Their attack value is determined
solely by the roll of the die. During a mission all Specials
Ops improve their aiming skill by fighting in close combat.
The sniper may also improve his aiming skill by effective
use of his specialty skill. By playing COUNTDOWN Special
Ops well, you will increase your aiming skills during the
mission by reaching certain levels of aiming experience.
This allows you to add this aiming skill level to the die rolls,
improving your chances of completing the mission
successfully. Some Special Ops can improve their skills
faster, for example the Shooter. However the Shooter is
the only Special Op without a specialty skill.

Special situation: sniper terrorist
If Jill reveals a terrorist with a sniper
symbol, this terrorist takes a shot at
her. Roll the dice for the attack by the
terrorist and if the roll of the die is
equal or lower than the attack value
of the terrorist Jill loses one health
point. Remove one red cube. If the
terrorist rolls a higher value, he
misses. The terrorist stays in position,
face-up.
In this example if the roll of the die is
equal or less than “4”, the Intel Agent is hit and she loses
one red health cube. Rolling a “5” of “6” has no effect.
Note: this sniper terrorist comes from the level 2 threat
deck and is quite dangerous. But there are also snipers
who can surprise the Special Ops in the level 1 threat
deck.

Phase 2: POSITIONING

Using the Special Ops
Each Special Op has his or her own specialty, except
for the Shooter who instead develops his aiming skill
faster than other Special Ops due to his improved
learning curve. It is important to use the combination of skills in the best possible way. A full
explanation of the specialty skills of each Special Op
and in how they can develop them, is explained in the
SPECIALTY SKILLS section.

After the Intelligence phase, all Special Ops must decide
if they will move from one area to another or stay in
their current position. All Special Ops can move freely one
space horizontally or vertically to an adjacent area. They do
not have to give up any energy for moving. Shift the markers for that Special Ops to the area they have moved to.
Vince, the scout, is the only Special Op who may move
extra. He may make additional moves at the cost of
one energy (yellow cube) for each extra area moved in
to. When moving he may take one other Op with him.
Vince may move even further in this phase. This will

Threats and targets
Possible actions available depend on the kind of threats
encountered. The different kind of threats require
9

number: first in line) loses one health point, remove one
red cube from the Shooter’s character card. The Medic
remains unharmed. If the civilian card had been a terrorist
card, the Shooter and the Medic would both lose one health
point. If the shooter had have entered the area alone and
no civilians or hostages would have been present in the
area, he would have surely died

different actions. Threat cards can only be found in the
grey marked areas. The target cards can only be found in
the red marked areas. The way in which threat and target
cards, work and how they are dealt with is explained here,
in the order in which they are resolved when Special Ops
enter an unsecured area.

			

Threats
Here are three examples of booby traps. The first one is
from a level 2 threat deck, the second one from a level 3
threat deck and the third booby trap comes from a target
deck for a leader mission.

			

How to dismantle booby traps?
● Steve “Wires” Andersen, alias The Bomb Expert,
		 may dismantle a booby trap, but only if he knows
		 the booby trap is there. Therefore the booby trap
		 must have been revealed before entering the area.
		 By expending 1 energy cube, The Bomb Expert may
		 immediately dismantle the revealed booby trap
		 on entering the room, avoiding detonation.
● Bob “Hellfire” Jones, alias The Buster, may also
		 take out a booby trap when throwing in a hand
		 grenade. If a hand grenade causes a booby trap
		 to be revealed, it explodes. There is therefore a
		 risk of hurting civilians and hostages. The number
		 of hearts on the booby trap indicate the number
		 of cards which have to be revealed after the
		 booby trap has been revealed by a grenade, any
		 civilians or hostages are eliminated. Terrorists are
		 never hurt by the booby traps they have placed.

Targets

Booby Traps
Immediately after one or more Special Ops enter an
unsecured area, all threat or target cards are revealed
simultaneously. Place them next to the mission set up.
If a booby trap is present and it was not revealed
before the Special Ops entered the area, the booby trap is
triggered, exploding. The number of hearts on the card
indicates amount of damage. Hostages and Civilians
take damage first and are eliminated. Once all Hostages
and Civilains have been killed any remaining damage
is shared out among the Special Ops in the room.
The Special Ops will take damage, starting with the
Special Op with the lowest Special Op number,
shown in the top left corner of their character card.
Each Special Ops takes one damage by removing one
red health cube from their character cards and
returning it to the general stock. There are booby traps
that damage the first two humans (hostages, civilians or
Special Ops) or the first three humans in an area.

Terrorists and terrorist leaders
Terrorists and terrorist leaders are also referred to as “the
enemy ” within the rules. If the Special Ops enter an area
with one or more enemies, this usually results in a gun
fight. The Special Ops have the advantage of first strike,
there is no sense in waiting to get shot at by the enemy.
Only in the rare cases of all the Special Ops entering an
area being killed instantly by a booby trap, time bomb or a
bazooka from the enemy, or the Special Ops who enter the
area having no chance of hitting the enemy (due to lack of
energy or low aiming skill) is it possible that there will be
no gun fight.

Example
Two Special Ops, the
Shooter (1) and the
Medic (7) enter an area
and find a booby trap
and a civilian in the
same area. Now the
civilian gets killed first
(costing 2 valuable
mission points) and
the Shooter (lowest

Special skills of the enemy
Some enemies have special skills which triggers when they
are turned face-up, before the gun fight and before the
enemy returns fire.
1) if new terrorists are added to an area as a result of
the symbol T+1 or +1T, this results in drawing a terrorist
card from the threat deck. If other type of cards are
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this terrorist. A Special Op with no aiming skill (level 0)
would have a chance of only 17% to hit the terrorist on
the right, while a Special Op with aiming skill level 2 would
have a 50% chance (3/6).
Rewards: for each attempt to eliminate an enemy in a gun
fight, successful or unsuccessful, a Special Op gets +1
aiming experience. If a Special Op succeeds in eliminating
an enemy his or her gained experience may be greater
if the enemy is stronger or more dangerous, and therefore
has an added experience reward on the card. As shown
in the example above, the terrorist on the right brings
extra aiming experience of +1. When a terrorist is eliminated
the card is discarded and removed
from the game.

drawn, discard them and continue till a terrorist card is
drawn from the deck. Add the new terrorist to the area,
but neglect any special skills of this extra terrorist (no
bazooka, no +1T or other effects).
2) the effect of the special skill of a terrorist is only
valid once per game round; for instance a terrorist with
a bazooka may only use his bazooka when the special
ops enter an area; this also has the effect that in case of
re-entering an area an enemy with the +1T symbol
immediately gets new support if you re-enter the area.
Choose your opponent
The Special Ops must first choose which enemy they
want to aim at. When in a gun fight, the Special Ops
cannot use their specialty skills. Their only weapon is
their gun and the only skill that counts in a close combat
situation is their aiming skill. At the start of the
mission each Special Op has no aiming experience and
a skill level 0. However Special Ops will still be able to
shoot at the enemy with their aiming skill of 0. To hit
the enemy they have to roll one die and must equal or
exceed the defense value of the terrorist to eliminate
him. The Special Ops must choose their target before
they roll the dice. It is permitted for two Special Ops
aim at one enemy at the same time, increasing the
chances that their first strike will be successful.
Note: Each attack is handled individually. The values
will NOT be counted up.
Place the Special Ops marker on the enemies present in
the area. It is possible that there will be more enemies
than Special Ops in an area. In this case the players choose
which of the enemies they attack first.

Use of bullet control
If the dice roll is not high enough to
eliminate a terrorist, the players may
choose to play a bullet control card
to add the indicated value to his dice
roll. This card gives the Special Op
extra control over his gun. The use
of a bullet control card costs -2
mission point, but it may help the
Special Ops in difficult situations. If one of these 3 cards
has been used, it is out of the game. Only in CAMPAIGNS
is it possible to use the same card again, since they will be
replenished at the beginning of each new mission.
Returned fire
If no terrorists have survived the first strike, this step is
omitted. If terrorists survived the first strike, they will
fire back at their attackers. For instance, if the
surviving terrorist has been attacked by Bob who missed,
he will take a shot at Bob first. Roll the die for the
terrorist. If the attack value of the terrorist is less then or
equal to the die roll, he wounds the Special Op who
immediately loses one health point (remove one red
cube). All surviving terrorists will shoot at a Special
Op once. Starting with the enemy with the lowest
number and then going up until all terrorists have
had their turn. Some terrorists have no attacker,
because nobody targeted them. These terrorists will aim
at the Special Op with the lowest number (top left corner
of the Special Ops card). If a Special Op has no health
points left, he will die and must be removed from the mission. In this case immediately move the mission marker
down 2 steps.

First strike
Each Special Op that takes a shot at an enemy expends
one energy unit. Roll the die and add the value of the
aiming skill (which may be 0) to the die roll to determine
the attack power of the shot. This value must equal or
exceed the defense value of the terrorist to succeed.
Example:

Defense value

Example:
+1 Terrorist

Experience bonus

These pictures show two terrorists from level 1, which can
be encountered in a single mission. The terrorist on the
left can be eliminated by a Special Op with no aiming skill
by rolling the die and reaching a value of “3” or more. The
terrorist on the right is more dangerous. If this terrorist is not eliminated immediately, he receives back
up from the arrival of an additional terrorist (T+1). His
defense value is 5. A Special Op without experience to
increase his aiming skills has little chance of taking out

Attack value
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must be guided to safety by Special
Ops; first all terrorists in the area
must be eliminated; each Special Op
may lead only 1 hostage; hostages are
safe when they are in one of the
exit areas; Special Ops are allowed
to escort hostages to safety and
then return in the field to finish
the mission; hostages may bring
important
mission
points.
The
example hostage card shown here
shows that this hostage is part of a terrorist leader
mission deck (officer hat), that saving the hostage
earns 0 mission points and if the hostage does not survive
the mission, this will cost 1 mission point.

In case these two terrorists have been shot at and only the
terrorist on the right survived since the Special Ops did not
succeed in taking him out in the first strike, this terrorist
may shoot back at the Special Ops who took a shot at him.
Roll the die for terrorist number 70. He must roll 1, 2 or 3
to hit the Special Op, since his attack value is 3. In this
case the Special Op will lose one health. The Terrorist
misses if he rolls 4 or more.
Casualties
When a terrorist survives the first strike from the Special
Ops, he will aim at Special Ops, civilians and hostages in
the following order:
1. Hostages
2. Civilians
3. The Special Op who has attacked him
4. The Special Op with the lowest number
If there are several civilians or hostages in the area,
the civilian or hostage with the highest impact on the
mission score will be attacked first. In case several
Special Ops have attacked him, he will shoot back first at the
Special Op with the lowest number on the upper left
corner. A terrorist may only aim at one hostage, civilian
or Special Op. Attacks on Civilians and hostages will
always be successful, only if the terrorist shoots at a
Special Op is the die roll used to determine success.

Civilians: the Special Ops must do
their best to prevent Civilian
casualties (and avoid minus points)
by dismantling booby traps in time,
eliminating enemies before they
can strike back, dismantling time
bombs before they explode and
minimizing friendly fire such as from
hand grenades. Civilians in a secured
area are being removed from the
game; they return to their homes.
Civilians do not engage in gunfights,
but they can become a victim of enemy fire; civilians do
not bring any rewards or experience, and do not have to
be brought into exit areas. In this example of a civilian
from the level 2 threat deck, the civilian will cost 2 mission
points if she died.

Further tactics in missions: retreat or push forward
After the terrorists have had their chance to shoot back,
the Special Ops may decide to shoot again, retreat () or
push forward ():
1. Next strike: follow the instructions for “first strike”;
2. Retreat (): the Special Ops may move back to an
		 adjacent secured area;
3. Push forward (): only in case Special Ops are in
		 the same area with the enemy and they cannot
		 attack one or more enemies due to lack of aiming
		 skill or energy, they may push forward to an
		 adjacent area of their choice once; if the
		 Special Ops enter the area and are confronted
		 with new enemies, they must finish the gun fight
		 first; they do not regain energy till the end of the
		 round; if the Special Ops push forward to an
		 area where other Special Ops are participated in a
		 gun fight, they may only participate in the fight
		 after the other Special Ops have finished their
		 attack and the surviving enemies have returned
		 fire; push forward may be done only once per
		 game round.

Time bombs: bombs can only be
dismantled by Steve the Bomb
Expert; some bombs are more
complex and take more energy and
(possibly) more time (rounds) to dismantle, slow down the mission and
increase the risk of failure, time
bombs explode when the indicated
time has expired: when the mission
Trigger Time is reached; all civilians,
hostages and Special Ops in this
area will not survive. In this example
the time bomb has a complexity of 1 if encountered
during a single mission (green/oranje/red). If the bomb
has been diffused the team earns 2 mission points
and the Bomb Expert earns 3 experience (specialty).
If it explodes the penalty is -1 mission point. Only
when playing a campaign the complexity on level 2 & 3
(second and third mission) is relevant.

Important: it is permitted to retreat some of the Special
Ops who were in close combat and keep others in the
unsecured area.
Note: the push forward strategy may be effective if the
players need to pass through an area with terrorists with
high defense. They cannot prevent a gunfight, but they
may save energy and try to push forward in an attempt to
save their skin and valuable mission time.

Gaining aiming experience
For each attempted attack on an enemy in close combat
the Special Op gets +1 aiming experience, even if the
attempt is unsuccessful. Shift the blue unit on the aiming
skill track one position further. Some (thouger) enemies
may bring additional experience or health if they
are eliminated by a Special Op during close combat.
If several Special Ops succeed in attacking the
same enemy, they may decide who gets the bonus

Other threats or target cards
Hostages: one of the goals of a mission can be saving
hostages which can be found in target areas; hostages
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reward (experience or health). One option may be to
distribute the experience among the Special Ops who
successfully attacked the same enemy.

End of Mission
Continue the game until one of the conditions the end of a
mission below has been met.
A mission may end in several ways:

Increase aiming skill
Keep track of the aiming experience of a Special Op by
moving the blue unit further on the track with the gun
symbol on top. After each attack the gained experience is
processed. Each Special Op starts on aiming skill level 0,
which is indicated by the number on the left of the block.
If the aiming experience reaches a level where the number
on the left is 1, their skill level has increased to 1.

Unsuccessful missions:
● The time marker has passed -3 and the team has
		 not finished the mission;
● All of the Special Ops mission have been eliminated;
● The mission score reaches or exceeds -8;
● The players give up, due to lack of time or an
		 agreed low chance of success;
● All surviving Special Ops are in the exit areas, but
		 the mission score is negative or zero.

Example:
The Bomb Expert’s aiming
skill level 1 is reached with
4 experience points. From
this point on, the Bomb
Expert, may add 1 to his
die roll to determine his
attack value. If he reaches
experience level 11, he may add 2 to his die roll.
Note: the maximum aiming skill is 3 for this Special Op.

Successful missions:
● The mission score is positive and at least one
		 Special Op is in an exit area. The end score of the
		 mission also depends on the time used, the
		 number of Special Ops who have reached safety
and the number of secured areas. The scoring is
		 explained in detail in the section MISSION SCORING.

MISSION SCORING

Area secured
Only when there are no hostile threats (enemies, booby
traps or bombs) in an area, is the area secured and the
“secured area” card is being revealed. Saved civilians will
be placed on the discard pile and have no effect on the
mission score. Hostages must still be taken by the Special
Ops to secure the area.

Purpose of the game
The players must succeed in a mission by achieving a
positive mission score and having at least one Special Op
survice the mission.
Target cards
The Special Ops may score mission points primarily by
reaching the goals of the mission: dismantling bombs,
bringing the hostages to safety and taking out terrorist
leaders. The mission points for achieving these goals are
on the target cards, the minus points for not achieving
these goals are also indiated on these cards. If no target
cards are scored, a mission is bound to fail.

Phase 4: COUNTDOWN
Shift the time marker one step to the right and on to the
next time level.
TRIGGER TIME
As soon as the time marker reaches level zero, all target
cards which are face-down will be turned face-up to show
where the bombs, terrorist leaders or hostages are located.
Now all targets which are still in the mission and not
under the protection of the Special Ops will have a negative
effect on the mission outcome:
● Bombs explode, causing minus points and possible
		 casualties affecting civilians, hostages and Special
		 Ops present in the same area;
● Terrorist leaders escape, costing minus points;
● Hostages are executed, costing minus points.

Survive the mission: Special Ops
COUNTDOWN Special Ops is a cooperative game in which
team work is essential to survive and to succeed in the
mission. The price of losing Special Ops during the mission
is high: 2 mission points for each Special Op who does not
survive the mission or is not in one of the exit areas.
Time
●
		
●
●
		

Exception: hostages who are with a Special Op, will not
be executed at the trigger time, even if they are still not
at one of the exit areas. The Special Ops still have time to
bring them into safety. Of course there is always the risk
that they do not survive the escape route due to enemies
or booby traps in unsecured areas, blocking their way out.

If the mission ends before the deadline, each step
above zero gives +1 mission point;
If the mission ends on zero, no effect;
If the mission ends below zero, this results in -1
mission point for each step below.

Civilians
● Civilians only cost mission points if they have died
		 during the mission.

Phase 5: RECOVERY

Bonus
●
		
		
		

Each Special Op regains energy: add one energy block
on the position farthest to the right on the Open spaces
on the character card of the Special Ops. If a Special Op
already has 3 energy blocks, no further energy is added.
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points: secure the areas
On each mission card, the target for the number
of secured areas is stated; if the team succeeds
in securing this number of areas or more, it will
receive a bonus of 2 mission points.

SPECIALTY SKILLS

HOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE?
Bob is rewarded +1 specialty skill experience for each
enemy he eliminates with his specialty. Move the white
cube on the specialty skill track accordingly.

Each Special Op has the ability to shoot at the enemy.
Each Special Op starts at an experience level 0 in aiming
by placing the blue block on ‘0’. Depending on their individual development path, they can increase their aiming
skill. Also when playing a single mission. The specialty skill
of the Special Ops provides them with special abilities.
Each Special Op (exception: The Shooter) starts on experience level 1 for their specialty skill and a white cube is
placed on position “1” at the start of a mission. Only when
playing a mission on level 2 and 3 or playing in campaign
mode, the Special Ops may increase their special skills. In
this section we explain how to use the specialty skills and
how the Special Ops may develop their special skills.

DEVELOPMENT
If on a higher specialty skill level the buster gets more
effective since he may roll 2 or 3 dice and still adding +1
to his first hit to determine the attack value. He must
reach an experience level of 8 to reach skill level 2 and
experience level 20 to use skill level 3.

3. Vince “Speedy” Armstrong, alias Scout
SPECIAL ABILITY
Vince’s specialty is that he
may move swiftly and secretly
taking other Special Ops with
him if he wishes. During game
phase 2, Positioning, the Scout
may cross additional borders
and may optionally take another
Special Op with him. Vince
expends 1 energy for a secret
move - with or without taking a
Special Op. He expends 1 energy
extra for each additional border
he crosses. He may only move once per round, but may
decide how far he moves - or untill he ran out of energy.
Take the yellow unit(s) from his character card and return
them to the general stock.

1. Gustav “the Butcher” Schneider,
alias Shooter
Gustav has no specialty skills.
His strength is his improved learning curve when gaining aiming
skills. Also Gustav is the only
Special Op with the potential of
an aiming skill of 6 (die roll + 6)
when his experience reaches 40.

2. Bob “Hellfire” Jones, alias Buster

HOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE?
For each time Vince uses his specialty to take a Special Op
with him on a secret move he receives +1 experience. He
does not gain extra experience if he moves further than
1 border. Move the white cube on the specialty skill track
accordingly.

SPECIAL ABILITY
Bob’s specialty is to throw hand
grenades into adjacent areas by
expending 1 energy per throw.
Bob may throw a hand grenade
in an adjacent area of his choice.
IMPORTANT: Throwing a hand
grenade is not permitted when
one or more Special Ops are
present in the target area. To
determine the attack value of the
grenade the player who controls
the Buster, rolls one die and adds +1 to the dice value.
The attack value of the grenade is reduced by 1 point
for each successive threat/target card (top down) that
is attacked. If the attack value equals or exceeds the
defense value of an enemy, this enemy is eliminated.
Civilians or Hostages who get “in the line of fire” die
instantly, the attack value is irrelevant. The team may lose
valuable mission points if they use grenades carelessly.
Go through the pile from the top-down until a hit is not
effective or the pile is depleted. Do not reveal any further
cards once the effect of the grenade has worn out. With a
grenade Bob may also trigger a booby trap. As soon as a booby trap card is revealed, discard the booby trap and reveal
the next 1, 2 or 3 cards (depending on the number of hearts
on the booby trap card). If a Civilian or Hostage is revealed,
discard this card and adjust the mission score according
to the minus points on the card. Any other card (enemies
and bombs) will remain in the area face up. A booby trap
has no effect on enemies and bombs.

DEVELOPMENT
With higher skill levels Vince may take 2 or 3 Special Ops
with him. He must acquire an experience level of 8 to
reach skill level 2 and experience level 20 to reach
specialty skill level 3.

4. Matt “Dead Eye” Nakamura,
alias Sniper
SPECIAL ABILITY
Matt’s specialty is to attack the
enemy from adjacent areas
without the risk of getting shot
at, unless he attacks a terrorist
with a sniper ability. Matt must
see the target to be able to
attack it. Each attack costs 1
energy. If Matt has
targeted
a visible enemy to attack, the
player controlling Matt rolls one
die to determine his attack
value: the die roll + his aiming
skill level is the attack power. If the attack power of
the sniper is equal or higher than the defense power
of the enemy, the enemy is eliminated. Matt will receive
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+1 aiming experience for each attempt to eliminate
an enemy. His aiming skill increases at a higher rate
in close combat though, due to the possible experience
bonus for tougher enemies.
Note: The sniper is the only Special Op who has
the possibility to increase his aiming skill by using
his specialty. All other Special Ops must gain aiming
experience in close combat.

take him more time and energy.
Steve may also dismantle a
booby trap, but only if the
booby trap has been revealed
before he enters the area.
Diffusing a booby trap costs 1
energy.
IMPORTANT: Steve cannot work
on bombs when there is a gun
fight, so he can only use his specialty when there are no enemies
in the same area.

HOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE?
Matt will be rewarded for using his specialty with: +1
aiming experience if he aims at a terrorist (even if he
misses). If he hits the enemy, he gains an additional
+1 experience for his sniping skill. Move the white cube
on the specialty experience track +1 for each enemy he
eliminated.

HOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE?
Each bomb card shows the experience which is gained
by dismantling the bomb. Dismantling a booby trap is
rewarded with 1 experience for Steve. Move the white
cube on the specialty skill track accordingly.

DEVELOPMENT
With higher specialty skill levels the sniper may shoot at
2 or 3 targets at once, expending only 1 energy for each
time he takes a shot at his enemies. He must acquire an
experience level of 8 to reach skill level 2 and experience
level 20 to reach specialty skill level 3.

DEVELOPMENT
On higher Specialty Skill level Steve may diffuse bombs
using less energy. On level 2 he only needs 1 energy for a
bomb with complexity level 2. For example he may diffuse
a bomb with complexity 4 using only 2 energy if he has
reached skill level 2.

5. Jill “Brains” Bradly, alias Intel

7. Rita “Heartbeat”Garcia, alias Medic

SPECIAL ABILITY
Jill’s specialty is to reveal cards
in adjacent area(s); each time
she uses her ability will cost 1
energy. She may reveal facedown from the top of the pile
in multiple different areas in
a single round. Jill may use
her specialty during the intel
phase (phase 1) or during the
action phase (phase 3). She
may also reveal the second or
third card in a pile if the cards
above have already been revealed. If Jill reveals
a sniper terrorist, he shoots once. One of the players
rolls a die to determine if Jill is hit. If the value of
the die is equal or less than the attack value of the
sniper terrorist, she loses one health.

SPECIAL ABLITY
Rita’s specialty is to heal other
Special Ops when they are hurt
or to provide them with extra
energy:
- Rita may only heal one of
her team mates if there are no
enemies in the area in which she
and the injured Special Op are
positioned. By expending 2
energy, the injured Special Op
gains one health point. Add a red
cube to its character card. She
cannot add a third red cube to a colleague;
- Rita may expend energy to a team mate in the same
area if he or she wants it; she can help a Special Op in a
gunfight with providing him or her with an energy; she expends 1 energy and the other Special Op gets 1 energy.

HOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE?
For each time Jill reveals a terrorist or main target she
receives +1 experience. Move the white cube on the
specialty skill track accordingly.

HOW TO GAIN EXPERIENCE?
Experience in her specialty skill increases by +2 for
healing a Special Op and by +1 for providing energy to
a Special Op. Move the white cube on the specialty skill
track accordingly.

DEVELOPMENT
On skill level 2 Jill may reveal 2 cards by giving up 1 energy.
Jill may choose to reveal cards of one pile or different piles
to a total of 2 cards. On level 3 she may reveal a total of
3 face-down cards.

DEVELOPMENT
On the next specialty skill level (level 2) Rita may help two
Special Ops at once, expending only 2 energy in total to
heal them both. Alternatively she may expend 1 energy
to provide energy to two other Special Ops, the additional
energy is taken from the supply. At level 3, she may help
three other Special Ops, at a total cost of 2 energy to heal
them or 1 energy to boost their energy levels. She must
acquire an experience level of 8 to reach skill level 2 and
experience level 20 to reach specialty skill level 3.

6. Steve “Wires” Andersen,
alias Bomb Expert
SPECIAL ABILITY
Steve´s specialty is to dismantle time bombs and booby
traps that have been revealed earlier. Steve may
dismantle a time bomb of complexity 1 in one round
by expending 1 energy. More complex bombs will
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The players may discuss their choice. If the majority
of players have agreed on a player, the personal agenda
card of this player is revealed. If the player was a traitor,
the mission score is increased by 3 points. If the player
was actually a patriot, the mission score is reduced by
2 points. Resume voting until all the traitors have been
revealed. If the mission score is positive the patriots
win but if the mission score is zero or negative then the
traitors win.

TRAITOR MODE
ONLY AVAILABLE FOR 3-6 PLAYERS
COUNTDOWN Special Ops may also be played with one
or two traitors in the team. This way the game will be a
cooperative game with an extra layer in it. The traitor mode
may only be played with 3-6 players. There will always be
at least one traitor in the game and with 5-6 players there
may also be a second traitor.

No attacking of Special Ops
There is one important rule: it is not permitted to hurt
other Special Ops directly by shooting them or by using
your Specialty skill. The traitor(s) must achieve their goal
by influencing the discussion and choices made by the
team.

CAMPAIGN
Introduction
It is possible to play a series of missions to create a
campaign. In this way the Special Ops may develop their
skills and may be able to complete missions with a threat
level of 2 or 3. The Special Ops will have to “fight” their
way through the deck of threat cards with terrorists of
increasing levels. Targets will also get more dangerous and
difficult to cope with on higher levels.

There are 7 personal agenda cards: 5 patriot cards and 2
traitor cards.
● 3-4 players with 1 traitor: take the 7 personal
		 agenda cards, remove 1 traitor card and put it
		 back in the box; take the other traitor card and
		 place it face-down on the table, now add the
		 other (patriot) cards face-down to the pile
		 until the total number of cards is the same is the
		 number of players; return the extra cards to
		 the box; shuffle the 3-4 cards and give each
		 player a card face-down; the players may look at
		 their card;
● 5-6 players with 1 or 2 traitors: take the 7
		 personal agenda cards, remove 1 traitor card
and place it face-down on the table. Shuffle
		 the rest of the cards and add cards to the traitor
		 card until the total number of cards is exactly
		 the same as the number of players; return
		 the extra cards to the box; shuffle the deck of
		 5-6 cards and give each player a card face-down;
		 the players may look at their card.

Introduction of the support cards
The only difference between the first mission of a campaign and a single mission is that the Special Ops team
gets 4 random support cards in the start of a campaign.
They may use these support cards at a specific moment
of their choice, but no support cards will be added during
the campaign.
The players may use a support card only once, at any
moment in a mission. The card is discarded directly after
use.
Use of bullet control
The bullet control cards are used just as in a single
mission and they are returned face-up at the start of each
mission.
Suggested campaigns
● Bomb missions in crowded areas: Shopping mall,
		 Train station and the Stadium.
● Killing terrorist leaders: Warehouse, Harbor and
		 Energy plant.
● Freedom mission: free the hostages at Cruise Ship,
		 Metropolis and Government office.

Aim of the game
The aim of the game is different for those players who
have received a traitor card. Their aim is to make the
mission fail. At the end of a mission, there will be a
“showdown” in which all players have the chance to
vote on the other players if they think they are a traitor.
Therefore the traitors must be careful when they Operate
during the game and when they attempt to sabotage the
mission.

Make your campaign more challenging
Take out the top 10 or 20 threat cards from the threat
pile. Now you will reach level 2 and 3 threat cards much
faster and succeeding in a campaign will become much
more challenging.

Showdown
When the mission has ended, all players have a chance
to vote on the other players. The aim of the voting is to
reveal the traitor(s). First reveal the undistributed
personal agenda cards from the box to calculate how
many traitors are in the game. This can be 1 or 2 traitors
if the game is played with 5-6 players. Now all players
vote on a player they believe is a traitor.

Advanced play
Set up your own campaign in the following steps:
1. Choose the type of mission goal for all the
		 missions: bombs, hostages or leaders;
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2.
		
		
		
		

threat deck, of which the level of difficulty increases
“automatically”.
If your first mission of a campaign
(or scenario) is successful, you may play your second
mission. Now you move up to level 2 on the target cards.
The threat deck will have level 1 and 2 threat cards now.
The third and last mission of a campaign (or scenario)
will be played on target level 3 and the threat cards
encountered is a mixture of level 1, 2 and 3.

Sort the locations into the three levels and shuffle
the cards for each level separately; now take one
location card each from level 1, level 2 and level 3;
put them in a pile and show the top location card
(level 1);

Game overview
The players choose a type of mission: leaders, bombs
or hostages and set up the missions as above. The
level 1 location is prepared as in the basic game and
the players choose their Special Ops team. In a
campaign, the Special Ops receive some back up with
4 support cards at the start of the first mission. If the
first mission is successful, they will proceed to the selected
level 2 mission with the same goal. Prepare the threat
deck as explained at Threat deck preparation. If this
mission is also successful, the third and last level 3
mission is played. Each support card may be used only
once, to help the team at difficult moments.
Note: succeeding in a campaign is not easy and we
advise you not to start with a campaign until you have
more experience with the game.

SCENARIO’S
Scenario play
If you would like to play specific pre-made scenario’s, we
suggest three specific campaigns. After you have finished
the set up as below, choose your team and deploy the
Special Ops to start your scenario.

1. Operation Ace

This operation’s main goal is to eliminate terrorist cells in a
warehouse, take out terrorist leaders in a foreign terrorist
camp and the wipe out a hidden laboratory in an
abandoned energy plant. Locate the terrorist leaders
and take them out.

Preparing the team for a campaign
1. Use the set up for the basic game;
2. Decide which Special Ops you want to take on the
		 campaign.
		 IMPORTANT: the team cannot be changed during
		 a campaign;
3. Place a white unit on the first position of the
		 specialty skill development track: “1” of each
		 Special Op;
4. Add the support cards to the game: shuffle the deck
		 of support cards and place the deck face-down;
		 now draw 4 support cards and place them face-up
		 next to the mission deck.

Locations
Select the location cards below and put the level 1 location
on top, face-up and set up the first mission location:
• Level 1: Warehouse
• Level 2: Terrorist camp
• Level 3: Energy plant

After your first campaign mission
If your first campaign mission is successful, take your
Special Ops with you to the next mission. Before you start
your next mission:
1. Recovery: After a mission the Special Ops regain
		 health and energy. If a Special Op has less than
		 2 health, his health is refilled to 2 health points.
		 This works the same for energy blocks;
2. Threat deck preparation: Retrieve all the
		 threat cards from the previous mission that have
		 not been encountered (face-down) and any
		 terrorists that have not been overcome. Then add
		 new cards from the threat deck so the number
		 total of threat cards is the same as indicated
		 by the number in the left corner of the location
		 card. Now shuffle these cards and distribute
		 them to prepare the mission in accordance with
		 the location card.

Threat level
Operation Ace is played in difficult circumstances. Prepare
the threat deck as in a campaign but remove the top 5
cards from the deck and place them inside the box.

2. Operation Bomberjack

This operation’s main goal is to locate and dismantle the
bombs hidden in different locations with the potential
for many civilian casualties. You start your mission in a
shopping mall, before moving on to find the bombs at a
train station and then getting to the packed stadium in
time to defuse the hidden bombs hidden and save the huge
crowd of sports fans who have gathered for the games.

IMPORTANT: Play the right level
Locations
Select the location cards below and put the level 1 location
on top, face-up and set up the first mission location:
• Level 1: Shopping Mall
• Level 2: Train station
• Level 3: Stadium

When you play the first mission of a campaign (or a
scenario), level 1 on the target cards is valid. For the
second mission of a campaign the level 2 values of the
targets are valid and for the third mission use the level
3 values. The threat cards encountered come from the
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SUPPORT CARD DESCRIPTION

Threat level
Operation Bomberjack is played under very difficult circumstances. Prepare the threat deck as in a campaign but
remove the top 10 cards from the deck and place them
inside the box.

Adrenaline Rush: All Special OPs
gain 1 Energy unit. If a Special Op
already has 3 units he or she doesn’t
gain an extra unit.

3. Operation Civilization

This operation’s main goal is free hostages from several
locations packed with innocent citizens. Make sure that
you act fast and take out the terrorists first, to prevent
heavy casualties and mission failure. Help the hostages
on a medium sized cruise ship, and then penetrate the
metropolis to save the civilians and hostages. Finally
save the President from assassination by terrorists. If you
succeeded in this campaign you are a real hero.

Big Gun: 1 Special OP has +3 attack
in close combat for 1 attack, activate
this card before you roll the die.
Locations
Select the location cards below and put the level 1 location
on top, face-up and set up the first mission location:
• Level 1: Cruise ship
• Level 2: Metropolis
• Level 3: Government building
Threat level
Operation Civilization is played in extreme circumstances.
The terrorists have become very strong and you have to
prevent total chaos by saving the President from the deadly attack. Prepare the threat deck as in a campaign but
remove the top 15 cards from the deck and place them
inside the box. Now the number of level 1 threat cards is
only 20!

Note from the designers
If you manage to finish this scenario
you can be very proud of yourself and
Please contact The Game Master by
e-mail to info@thegamemaster.nl or visit
www.thegamemaster.nl for more challenges.

Blow Out: Remove 1 face up terrorist
card on an area of you choice.

successfully
your team.
sending an
our website
Bullitproof
Vest:
All
terrorists
and/or terrorist leaders in 1 single
area have -1 attack until the end of
this round.

Energy Burst: 1 Special OP can
attack 2 terrorists and/or terrorist leaders at the same time, using only 1
energy. He or she rolls 1 die for both
terrorists and/or terrorist leaders.
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Teargas:
Each
terrorist
and/or
terrorist leader in 1 single area have
-1 defense until the end of this round.

First Aid Kit: Heal 1 Special OP. Take 1
Health unit from the supply. This card
may only be used on a Special OP who
was hit and he or she must retreat to
gain the unit.

A word of thanks
The designers have greatly enjoyed creating this game.
During this exciting adventure to create a 100% modular
game which is well balanced by many plays and mathematics, we have encountered numerous enthusiastic testers
who enjoyed playtesting this game very much. We want
to thank all those who contributed to the realization of
this game. For starters we want to thank Marcel van Vliet,
who was involved from the very start of the game. Also we
want to thank Willeke Christiaans, Robert Petersen, Ron
Huising and Tol Ghrisov for their input for this game during
the G5 meetings at Zwolle. Furthermore we thank the
following playing groups, given the number of testers
are so great we would fill this whole page to name them
all. Specifically we want to thank the contributions of
Roll the Dice, Spelvereniging Blauw, Het Geel Pionneke,
The Alphen Games Guild, the testplayers at the Outpost
Antwerpen, all the testplayers at SPIEL’12 and Spielezentrum Herne for their input and contribution to this game.
And last, but not least we would like to thank Nick Pittman
for checking and editing the rules.

Grenade: 1 Special OP may throw
a grenade in an adjacent area. Roll
a die and add the aiming skill of the
Special OP to determine the damage
that will be dealt. No EXP is gained
from this action.

Helicopter Dropping: Start the
mission on an area of your choice,
this card may only be used at the start
of a mission.

Colofon
Game design: 		
Illustrations:		
Graphic design:
Publisher:		

Infrared Vision: Each Special OP has
+1 attack until the end of this round.

Hans van Tol & Gertjan Oomis
George Patsouaris
Gertjan Oomis
The Game Master

© 2011-2013 All rights reserved by The Game Master,
The Netherlands.
After Sales
If you have any questions about the game, check out
the website of The Game Master www.thegamemaster.nl.
The Game Master puts great effort in making sure that our
games are of the highest quality standard and if you are
missing game pieces in the box please contact your local
shop so they may contact the local distributor to send you
any missing pieces. The Game Master will also provide a
FAQ in case there are rules questions. Please check our
website for info on expansions, new missions, campaigns
and other relevant information regarding COUNTDOWN
Special Ops.

Shield: Block an attack of 1 terrorist
or terrorist leader. Choose the terrorist
or terrorist leader before the die roll.

Sniper Rifle: 1 Special OP can shoot
from an adjacent area until the end of
this round, only 1 aiming EXP is gained
for each eliminated terrorist.
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APPENDIX: SYMBOLS
Special OP

Indicates that this card is a
Special OP.
This symbol is also on 5 of
the Agendacards.

EXP points

This symbol is printed on
most Terrorists, Leader and
Bombs. The number on top
of it indicates how much
EXP Points the Special OPs
can distribute once they
eliminated the threat or
target.

Leader

Indicates that this card is
a Leader and/or belongs in
the Leader target deck.
Leaders are treated like
Terrorists but they get
stronger at higher levels
during a campaign or
scenario.

Intel

This symbol is printed on
the Intel Agent. The Intel
Agent reveals cards in 1
or more adjacent area(s),
each reveal action costs 1
Energy.

Mission points

This symbol is printed on
the Main Targets, Civilians
and the Scoring marker.
The number on top of it
indicates how much Mission
Points the Special OPs gain
or lose during the game.

Hostage

Indicates that this card is a
Hostage and/or belongs in
the Hostage target deck.
Hostages
need
to
be
rescued by taking them
to an exit. Hostages will
be shot first instead of the
targeted Special OP.

Bomb

This symbol refers to time
bombs, but also refers
to the skill of the Bomb
Expert to diffuse bombs.
The target deck “bombs”
also holds this symbol.

Detonated

This symbol is printed on
Bombs. The number on top
of it indicates how many
Mission Points the Special
OPs lose if the Bomb
Expert fails to dismantle the
Bomb in time.

Booby trap

Indicates that this card is
a Booby trap. Booby traps
deal damage to Special OPs
and eliminate Civilians and
Hostages. Some Hostages
have a Booby trap that only
eliminates them and damages Special OPs. ONE TIMER

Grenade

This symbol is printed on
the Buster. The Buster
can throw a grenade into
an adjacent area. Roll the
die (or dice) to determine
the attack value +1 of the
grenade.

One Shot

This symbol is printed on
Leaders. The Leader has to
be eliminated before he can
shoot back.
If the Special OPs fail, the
Leader escapes and the
Special OPs lose Mission
Points.

Dummy

Indicates that this card is
a Dummy. Dummies are
only included in the Bomb
target
deck.
Dummies
are discarded when they
become visible.

Heal

This symbol is printed
on the Medic. The Medic
heals Special Ops who get
injured or gives energy to
Special Ops.

Escaped

This symbol is printed on
Leaders. The number on top
of it indicates how many
Mission Points the Special
OPs lose if the Leader
escapes.

Terrorist

Indicates that this card is a
Terrorist or Traitor (on an
Agendacard).
Some Terrorists have special
abilities.

Snipe

This symbol is printed on
the Sniper and Terrorists.
The Sniper can attack from
adjacent areas. Terrorists
with Snipe can attack the
Sniper from adjacent areas
and they attack the Intel
Agent if revealed by her.

Block

This symbol is printed on
Hostages. The Special Op
who is guiding this Hostage
is not able to engage in a
gunfight, but he may use
his Specialty Skills with the
exception of the Sniper.

Civilian

Indicates that this card is a
Civilian. Civilians will be
shot first by Terrorists
or Leaders who aren’t
eliminated by the Special
OPs. If civilians get killed,
this will cost the team
Mission Points.

Camouflage

This symbol is printed on
the Scout. The Scout may
move secretly and take
one other Special Op with
him. He may also cross
additional area borders.

Eliminated

This symbol is printed on
Hostages and Civilians.
If they are eliminated by
Terrorists or Leaders, the
Special OPs lose Mission
Points.

Support

Indicates that this card is a
Support card.
Support cards are only used
during a Campaign or a
Scenario.

Health

This indicates how much
Health the Special OP has.
Some Terrorists also have
this symbol. It also refers to
the impact of a booby trap.

First Strike

Indicates that the terrorist
has First Strike. When the
Special OPs encounter a
terrorist with First Strike,
this terrorist will attack the
Special OPs before they
attack.

Agenda

Indicates that this card is an
Agenda card.
Agenda cards are only used
in the Traitor mode.

Energy

This indicates the amount of
Energy the Special OP has.
This symbol is also printed
on Bombs, the number on
top of it indicates how much
Energy it takes to dismantle
the Bomb.

Bazooka

Indicates that the terrorist
has a Bazooka. When the
OPs encounter a terrorist
with a Bazooka, roll a die.
Each Op in the same area
with an equal or lower number
than the outcome loses 1
health. ONCE PER ROUND

Bullet

Indicates that this card is
a Bullet card. These cards
increase the attack value
of one Special Op. You use
this card after the roll of
the dice. If you do so, this
costs two Mission Points.
ONCE PER MISSION

Attack

This is the attack value of
the Terrorist or Leader.
It also indicates the Aiming
skill value of the Special
OPs.

Extra Terrorist

This symbol is printed on
Terrorists and Leaders.
Before the Special OPs
attack, reveal cards from the
Threat pile until you reveal
a Terrorist, the Special OPs
also need to eliminate that
Terrorist. ONCE PER ROUND

Defense

This is the defense value of
the Terrorist or Leader.
The Special OPs need to
have an equal or higher
attack value, after the
die roll, to eliminate the
Terrorist or Leader.

Extra Terrorist

This symbol is printed on
Terrorists and Leaders.
Before the Enemy shoots
back reveal cards from the
Threat pile until you reveal
a Terrorist, the Special OPs
also need to eliminate that
Terrorist. ONCE PER ROUND

(before gun fight)

(after gun fight)
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